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a b s t r a c t We report on an experiment comparing compulsory and voluntary voting institutions in a voting game with common preferences. Rational choice theory predicts sharp differences in voter behavior between these two institutions. If voting is compulsory, then voters may ﬁnd it rational to vote insincerely, i.e., against their private information. If voting is voluntary so that abstention is allowed, then sincere voting in accordance with a voter’s private information is always rational while participation may become strategic. We ﬁnd strong support for these theoretical predictions in our experimental data. Moreover, voters adapt their decisions to the voting institution in place in such a way as to make the group decision accuracy differences between the two voting institutions negligible. The latter ﬁnding may serve to rationalize the co-existence of compulsory and voluntary voting institutions in nature. © 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.



1. Introduction Committees and juries often decide on the matters before them by resorting to a vote. In some settings, voting by all members is compulsory, for example, in U.S. federal court, juror abstention in a criminal trial is not allowed and the court can poll each juror about their vote after the verdict has been rendered (Rule 31, U.S. Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure). In other settings, voting is voluntary in that abstention is allowed, for example in certain U.S. state court civil proceedings where unanimity is not required.1 The goal of this paper is to experimentally examine whether voters adapt their voting and participation decisions to the voting institution that is in place: compulsory or voluntary voting. The “rational choice” theory of voting posits that the particular voting institution determines the “rules of the game” and that individuals take into account such rules and others’ behavior when deciding their vote. The theory predicts sharp qualitative differences in voting behavior between these two institutions, and by and large, our laboratory results are consistent with the theoretical predictions. The environment we study involves repeated play of an abstract group decision-making task. All group members have identical (common) preferences which yield them a positive payoff only if they correctly identify, via the voting outcome, the unknown, binary state of the world, e.g., jury members wish to convict the guilty and acquit the innocent, or committee ✩ We thank the advisory editor, two anonymous referees and audiences at several conferences and seminars for helpful comments and suggestions on earlier drafts. Duffy and Kim gratefully acknowledge funding for this project from a National Science Foundation Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement Grant, #SES-1123914. Corresponding author. E-mail addresses: [email protected] (S. Bhattacharya), [email protected] (J. Duffy), [email protected] (S.-T. Kim). 1 While less applicable to the small group size environment that we study here, there are also differences in voting requirements for larger-scale elections for political oﬃces. For instance, 29 countries, representing one-quarter of all democracies currently compel their citizens to vote (more accurately, to show up to vote) in political elections, while in most democracies voluntary voting is the norm (Birch, 2009).
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members want to choose the option that is most appropriate to the current state of the world. Prior to voting on the state of the world, each group member receives a private noisy but informative signal regarding the unknown state of the world, e.g., “guilty” or “innocent.” This is the environment of the Condorcet Jury Theorem (Condorcet, 1785) which is frequently used to address the eﬃciency of various compulsory voting mechanisms in aggregating decentralized information. Condorcet assumed that voters would always vote sincerely, i.e., according to their private signal. The validity of Condorcet’s assumption was ﬁrst questioned by Austen-Smith and Banks (1996) who showed that if voting is compulsory, then rational voters may have incentives to vote strategically, i.e., sometimes voting against their private information (see also Feddersen and Pesendorfer, 1996, 1997, 1998; Myerson, 1998). On the other hand, Krishna and Morgan (2012, henceforth K–M) have recently shown that if voting is voluntary so that abstention is possible, then in the same common preference, Condorcet jury model, sincere voting, i.e., voting in accordance with one’s private information, is always rational when voters face private costs of voting. In K–M’s voluntary voting framework, participation decisions become strategic and will depend on the private costs of voting (if there are such costs).2 Here we ﬁx the voting rule – majority rule – while using the Condorcet jury environment to study the extent of sincere versus strategic voting when voter participation is either voluntary or compulsory. Speciﬁcally, we examine whether voluntary voting (allowing for abstention) with or without voting costs suﬃces to induce sincere voting behavior relative to the case of compulsory voting, where some insincere (strategic) voting is predicted to occur. We further explore the information aggregation consequences of these different voting mechanisms with the aim of understanding both how and why compulsory and voluntary voting mechanisms coexist in nature. Under the “rational choice” framework, voters are supposed to perfectly account for the consequences of their voting and/or participation decisions on voting outcomes and the voting decisions of others. The empirical relevance of the rational choice approach to actual voting behavior has been questioned, largely on the basis of ﬁeld or survey data. Green and Shapiro (1994) were among the earliest to question the empirical relevance of rational choice theory. In a detailed analysis of several election datasets, Blais (2000) shows that existing rational choice theories have only limited power to explain turnout. Matsusaka and Palda (1999) reach similar conclusions in their extensive study of both survey and aggregate data and suggest that turnout decisions appear to be random. Achen and Bartels (2002) show that voting behavior is affected by unrelated events like shark attacks. In another paper Achen and Bartels (2006), the same authors contend that “voters adopt issue positions, adjust their candidate perceptions and invent facts to rationalize decisions they have already made.” Drawing extensively on the Survey of Americans and Economists on the Economy, Caplan (2007) demonstrates that voter behavior is driven by systematically biased beliefs. By contrast, our approach is to test the comparative statics implications of the rational voter theory using laboratory experiments which have several advantages over ﬁeld studies for addressing the empirical relevance of rational voter model predictions. First, in the laboratory, we can carefully control the information that subjects receive prior to making their participation or voting decisions; such control is generally not possible using ﬁeld data. Thus we can accurately determine if voters are voting sincerely, i.e., in accordance with their private information, or if they are voting insincerely, i.e., against their private information. Second, in the laboratory we can carefully control and directly observe voting costs which is more diﬃcult to do in the ﬁeld. Third, in the laboratory, we can implement the theoretical assumption that subjects have common preferences by inducing them to hold such preferences via the payoff function that determines their monetary earnings.3 Thus by minimizing confounding and extraneous factors, the laboratory environment we adopt provides vacuum tube-like conditions for assessing the rational choice view of how voting behavior should respond to the voting rules in place. If the theoretical predictions do not hold in the sparse and controlled environment of the laboratory, then it seems unlikely that they will hold in the more complex and noisy environment of the real world. Within the Condorcet jury set-up that we study, the noisy private signals are informative: a guilty (innocent) signal is more likely to be observed in the guilty (innocent) state. However, the two signals have asymmetric precisions. This asymmetry in signal precisions implies that the likelihood of the state being, e.g., innocent, conditional on having received an innocent signal is larger than the likelihood of the other state, e.g., guilty, conditional on having received a guilty signal. In other words, the two signals are differently informative about the two states of the world. In this environment we study three voting mechanisms. In the compulsory voting mechanism, abstention is not allowed and there is no cost to voting.4 Under the majority voting rule and given the asymmetry in signal precisions, the unique symmetric, compulsory voting equilibrium prediction is that voters with the more informative signal vote sincerely, according to their signal, while those whose signal is less informative vote against their signal with positive probability. We refer to the latter behavior as strategic or insincere voting. Under the voluntary mechanism, we consider cases where voting is



2 Börgers (2004) compares compulsory versus voluntary voting under majority rule in a costly voting model with private values; as noted earlier, we study a common values framework. Börgers argues that voters ignore a negative externality generated by their own decision to vote: by voting they decrease the likelihood that other voters are pivotal. Consequently there is over-participation when voting is voluntary; making voting compulsory only serves to reduce welfare even further. 3 Outside of the controlled conditions of the laboratory, preferences might differ greatly across voters; for example, jury members might have differing “thresholds of doubt,” so that each requires a varying amount of evidence before s/he could vote to convict. Such a scenario can be modeled as each voter incurring a different magnitude of utility loss from an incorrect decision (as in Feddersen and Pesendorfer, 1998, 1999). 4 One could add a voting cost to the compulsory voting mechanism but the addition of such a cost would not change the equilibrium prediction in any way.
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costless or costly. If voting is voluntary and costly, then the unique symmetric equilibrium prediction is that voters vote sincerely, in accordance with their signal, conditional on choosing to vote (not abstaining). If voting is voluntary and costless, then there exist two symmetric informative equilibria, but in the Pareto superior equilibrium, conditional on choosing to vote, all voters again vote sincerely (as in the voluntary but costly voting case).5 We further examine comparative statics predictions regarding participation rates under the two voluntary voting mechanisms. Regardless of whether or not there are voting costs, the voter with the more informative signal participates in voting with a higher frequency than does the voter with the less informative signal. Moreover, we expect higher participation in voting under costless than under costly (and voluntary) voting. Thus our design enables us to test the effects of voting mechanisms on the two important strategic dimensions (voting and participation) of the theory. Finally, we also assess how the voting institutions impact on the accuracy of group decisions. For our parameterization of the model, the theory suggests that the voluntary but costless voting mechanism results in the most accurate group decision-making followed by the compulsory mechanism and then by the voluntary but costly mechanism. We report the following experimental ﬁndings. First, consistent with theoretical predictions, there is signiﬁcantly more strategic voting under the compulsory voting mechanism than under either of the two voluntary voting mechanisms; under the latter two mechanisms, nearly all subjects are voting sincerely. Second, and also consistent with theoretical predictions, we ﬁnd that under the voluntary and costless voting mechanism subjects with the more informative signal participate with a higher frequency than do subjects with the less informative signal; when voting costs are added to the voluntary voting mechanism these participation rates remain asymmetric, but become lower as theory predicts. We do ﬁnd that subjects over-participate in voting relative to equilibrium predictions but these over-participation rates nevertheless respect the comparative statics predictions of the theory. Finally, under both compulsory and voluntary voting mechanisms, we ﬁnd that groups achieve the correct outcome between 85 and 90 percent of the time and that the ranking of the three mechanisms in terms of the accuracy of group decisions is in line with the theoretical predictions. However, we ﬁnd that the theoretical group decision accuracy differences across the three mechanisms are small (given our parameterization of the model) and indeed, the observed differences in decision accuracy across the three voting mechanisms in our experimental data are not statistically signiﬁcant from one another. Taken together, our ﬁndings suggest that there is strong support for the rational choice prediction that individuals adapt their behavior to the particular voting institution that is in place, thus providing a possible explanation for why compulsory and voluntary voting mechanisms are observed to coexist in nature. 2. Related literature Palfrey (2009) provides a survey of experimental studies of voting behavior. Guarnaschelli et al. (2000) is the earliest experimental study reporting evidence of strategic (insincere) voting in the context of the same Condorcet jury model. They found that, under the unanimity rule, a signiﬁcant percentage (between 30% and 50%) of subjects were observed to be voting against their signal, which is consistent with the equilibrium predictions of Feddersen and Pesendorfer (1998) for the model parameterization they studied. Guarnaschelli et al. (2000) also study behavior under a majority voting rule as we do in this paper. However under majority rule and the symmetric signal precision environment that Guarnaschelli et al. study, voters should always vote sincerely, according to their signal. By contrast, in the compulsory voting majority rule set-up that we study involving asymmetric signal precisions, the equilibrium prediction calls for some insincere voting; that is, insincere voting behavior in our model is driven by the asymmetry of signal precisions and not by super-majority (asymmetric) voting rules. Ladha et al. (2003) report on an experiment involving the Condorcet jury model set-up where they consider group choices versus individual choices. They ﬁnd that sincere voting is higher in the case of compulsory group decision-making under majority rule than in the case of compulsory individual decision-making in the same environment. Goeree and Yariv (2011) also report on an experiment using the Condorcet jury model where subjects are compelled to vote but where various voting rules are considered, preferences are varied so that jurors do not always have a common interest and most signiﬁcantly, subjects are able to freely communicate with one another prior to voting. They report that absent communication, there is evidence that subjects vote strategically in accordance with equilibrium predictions under various voting rules, but that these institutional differences are diminished and eﬃciency is increased when subjects can communicate (deliberate) prior to voting. As with our study, the work of Goeree and Yariv provides further evidence that voters adapt their behavior to institutions, in this case, through the use of communication. Importantly, none of these prior experimental studies allow for abstention – they only study compulsory and costless voting mechanisms. If instead we allow voters to make participation decisions which can either be costless or costly prior to making their voting decisions as in K–M (2012), we can change the incentive structure of strategic voting decisions in such a way that sincere voting in the Condorcet jury model no longer contradicts rationality. There are two papers that compare compulsory and voluntary voting institutions using laboratory experiments. The focus of these studies is on the effect of voting institutions on information acquisition as opposed to our focus on the sincerity



5 The other, less eﬃcient equilibrium under the voluntary but costless voting mechanism is the same equilibrium that obtains under the compulsory mechanism; in this equilibrium there is full participation by both signal types, but those whose signal is less informative vote insincerely against their signal with exactly the same frequency as in the compulsory voting equilibrium (while the other signal type always votes sincerely). Thus under the voluntary but costless voting mechanism there is an interesting equilibrium selection issue that our experiment can address.
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of voting behavior. Großer and Seebauer (2013) examine how compulsory or voluntary voting institutions matter for costly information acquisition in a Condorcet jury model game. In their environment, conditional on acquiring a costly signal, voting should always be sincere under both voluntary and compulsory voting mechanisms and they ﬁnd this to be the case. Shineman (2010) reports on an experiment comparing voluntary and compulsory voting institutions and ﬁnds that, consistent with her model, compulsory institutions increase incentives for informed voting relative to voluntary institutions. However Shineman’s model is decision–theoretic in the sense that voters do not take into account the effect of their decisions on other voters. A second, related experimental voting literature studies the team participation game model of voter turnout due to Palfrey and Rosenthal (1983, 1985); see, e.g., Schram and Sonnemans (1996), Cason and Mui (2005), Großer and Schram (2006), Levine and Palfrey (2007) and Duffy and Tavits (2008). In this voluntary and costly voting game, two teams of players compete to win an election; for instance under majority rule, the team with the most votes wins. Experimental studies of this environment have typically involved no private information and have supposed that voters face homogeneous costs to voting (abstention is free). Levine and Palfrey (2007) have designed experiments with heterogeneous voting costs to test several of the comparative static predictions of the Palfrey and Rosenthal (1985) model. By contrast, the Condorcet jury environment that we study does not involve team competition but does have private information (regarding the true state of the world) and we adopt Levine and Palfrey’s (2007) design of having heterogeneous voting costs in our voluntary but costly voting treatment. Further, we make the important comparison between the voluntary voting mechanism of the team participation game set-up and the compulsory voting mechanism that is more typically used in the Condorcet jury model. Thus, our paper provides an important bridge between these two approaches. Finally, our analysis of voluntary and costless voting is related to experiments by Battaglini et al. (2010) and Morton and Tyran (2011) that test the “swing voter’s curse” theory of Feddersen and Pesendorfer (1996). According to that theory, if preferences are identical, less informed voters will rationally delegate the decision to more informed voters by abstaining. Battaglini et al. (2010) study an environment where each voter can be one of two types drawn randomly: perfectly informed or perfectly uninformed of the state of the world.6 In Morton and Tyran (2011) there are two pre-deﬁned voter groups: experts and non-experts. Both groups get noisy signals, but the experts’ signals are more precise than those of the non-experts. In both of these experimental studies, the less informed voters abstain, delegating their decision to the more informed voters. In fact, Morton and Tyran ﬁnd that there is “too much delegation” in the sense that the non-expert group sometimes under-participates compared to the equilibrium prediction. Our voluntary costless voting treatment with asymmetric signal precisions can be viewed as a more stringent test of the “swing voter’s curse” theory since in our set-up, the fact that one signal is more informative than the other has to be inferred from Bayesian updating. By contrast, in Battaglini et al. (2010), a voter knows whether she is perfectly informed or uninformed and in Morton and Tyran (2011), experts and non-experts are clearly identiﬁed ex-ante. A further subtlety that makes our test more stringent is that in our framework the two signal groups will always have opposed preferences over the alternatives that are induced ex-post by the signals received. In the equilibrium of the voluntary and costless voting environment that we study, the less informed (signal) group of voters plays a mixed strategy with respect to whether they vote or abstain, while the more informed group always votes according to their signal. The delegation of decision-making by the less informed to the more informed group thus involves a more subtle weighing of the tradeoff between expressing one’s true preference, i.e., voting according to the noisy but informative signal received, and avoiding being pivotal to the outcome by abstaining and delegating the decision to the more informed group which has exactly opposed ex-post preference. Finally we note that unlike Battaglini et al. (2010) or Morton and Tyran (2011) we also consider a voluntary voting treatment where voting is costly and we show that similar conclusions hold even when the more informed voting group abstains with a positive probability. Moreover, an interesting contrast with Morton and Tyran (2011) is that while they ﬁnd under-participation, we observe over-participation in both our costless and costly voluntary voting treatments. 3. Model The experimental design implements the standard Condorcet jury set-up. We consider three different voting mechanisms: (1) compulsory and costless voting (C); (2) voluntary and costless voting (VN); (3) voluntary and costly voting (VC). In all three cases, a group consisting of an odd number, N, of individuals faces a choice between two alternatives labeled R (Red) and B (Blue). The group’s choice is made in an election decided by simple majority rule.7 There are two equally likely states of nature, ρ and β . Alternative R is the better choice in state ρ while alternative B is the better choice in state β . Speciﬁcally, in state ρ each group member earns a payoff M (> 0) if R is the alternative chosen by the group and 0 if B is the chosen alternative. In state β the payoffs from R and B are reversed. Formally, we have



U ( R |ρ ) = U ( B |β) = M , U ( R |β) = U ( B |ρ ) = 0. 6



They also consider a case where there are partisans whose preferences are independent of the state of the world. A plurality rule is the obvious benchmark to use in the voluntary voting case where abstention is allowed as it selects the alternative receiving the highest number of votes. In order to ensure comparability between voluntary and compulsory voting mechanisms we use the simple majority rule (rather than super-majority) for both mechanisms. 7
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Prior to the voting decision, each individual receives a private signal regarding the true state of nature. The signal can take one of two values, r or b. The probability of receiving a particular signal depends on the true state of nature. Speciﬁcally, each subject receives a conditionally independent signal where



Pr[r |ρ ] = xρ



and



Pr[b|β] = xβ .



We suppose that both xρ and xβ are greater than 12 but less than 1 so that the signals are informative but noisy. Thus, the signal r is associated with state ρ while the signal b is associated with state β (we may say that r is the correct signal in state ρ while b is the correct signal in state β ). We further assume that xρ > xβ , i.e., that the correct signal is more accurate in state ρ than in state β . We make this assumption of asymmetric signal precisions for several reasons. First, as noted earlier, under the majority rule some asymmetry in the signal precisions is required for there to be some insincere voting under the compulsory voting mechanism; in the case of symmetric signal precisions we would obtain sincere voting behavior under the majority rule compulsory voting mechanism. As we wish to use the same majority voting rule to facilitate comparisons between the compulsory and voluntary voting mechanisms and we further wish to highlight the possibility of insincere voting under the compulsory mechanism, we must have some asymmetry in the signal precisions.8 Second, symmetric signal precisions can be viewed as a knife-edge case (Austen-Smith and Banks, 1996). Indeed, there are many empirically plausible scenarios where signal precisions can be thought to vary across states. For instance, in the canonical jury model set-up, in the “guilty” state, there may be material evidence that can be construed as a clear signal of guilt while in the “innocent” state, material evidence signaling the absence of guilt might be more circumstantial (e.g., alibis) which could be construed as being less clear. Such differences in the nature of the evidence signaling guilt or innocence would be captured by asymmetric signal precisions as we assume here. Finally, we note that asymmetric signal precisions make the rational voter equilibrium predictions harder for subjects to compute, thereby stacking the deck against rational voter model predictions. If we ﬁnd (as we do) that observed behavior nevertheless follows the equilibrium predictions, then our results should provide an even stronger case for the empirical relevance of the rational voter model. The posterior probabilities of the states after signals have been received are:



q(ρ |r ) =



xρ xρ + (1 − xβ )



and q(β|b) =



xβ xβ + (1 − xρ )



.



Since xρ > xβ , we have q(ρ |r ) < q(β|b). Thus, b is a stronger, more informative signal in favor of state β than r is in favor of state ρ . The latter observation is a critical inference that individuals must make if they are to make rational voting decisions. Having speciﬁed the preferences and information structure of the model, we discuss in the next three subsections, the strategies, equilibrium conditions and equilibrium predictions for each of the three voting mechanisms that we explore in our experiment. We restrict attention to symmetric, informative equilibria as these are the most relevant equilibrium predictions given the information that is available to subjects in our experiment.9 In particular, we require that in equilibrium all voters of the same signal type play the same strategies. In what follows we only discuss the equilibrium predictions and the conditions under which they are valid; a derivation of these solutions is presented in Appendix A (Supplementary Material), and a complete characterization of equilibria under the three voting mechanisms studied in this paper is provided in Appendix B (Supplementary Material). 3.1. Compulsory voting When voting is compulsory, the strategy of a voter is a speciﬁcation of two probabilities { v r , v b } where v r is the probability of voting for alternative R given an r signal and v b is the probability of voting for alternative B given a b signal (that is, v s is the probability of voting according to one’s signal s, or voting sincerely). Under the compulsory voting mechanism there exists a unique symmetric informative equilibrium – see Appendix B (Supplementary Materials) for a complete characterization. If xρ > xβ , then for a large set of parameters including those of our experimental design, voters with signal b (i.e., signal type-b) always vote for B (i.e., v b∗ = 1) while voters with signal r (i.e., signal type-r) mix between the two alternatives (i.e., v r∗ ∈ (0, 1)). Such mixing requires that the voter obtaining signal r be indifferent between voting for R or B conditioning on a tied vote (given play of equilibrium strategies by the other players), which gives the following equilibrium condition











U ( R |r ) − U ( B |r ) ≡ M q(ρ |r ) Pr[Piv|ρ ] − q(β|r ) Pr[Piv|β] = 0, where U ( A |s) is the payoff that a voter gets when alternative A ∈ { R , B } is chosen and her signal (type) is s ∈ {r , b}; and Pr[Piv|ω] is the probability that a vote is pivotal in state ω ∈ {ρ , β}. Since voting is compulsory and N is chosen to be an 8 An alternative possibility is to change the voting rule under compulsory voting to be a super-majority rule (or even unanimity as in Guarnaschelli et al., 2000); such rules can lead to insincere voting under symmetric signal precisions. 9 There always exists “uninformative” equilibria where every voter ignores their signal and votes for a ﬁxed alternative. In the case of voluntary and costly voting mechanism – one of the three mechanisms we study – individuals would not be willing to pay the cost for voting uninformed for any ﬁxed alternative.
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odd number, a vote is pivotal only when exactly half of the other N − 1 voters have voted for R and the other half have voted for B. Since the pivot probabilities depend on v r , the above indifference condition determines v r∗ . Moreover, given this value for v r∗ and the fact that type-b voters strictly prefer to vote sincerely in equilibrium, we must have











U ( B |b) − U ( R |b) ≡ M q(β|b) Pr[Piv|β] − q(ρ |b) Pr[Piv|ρ ] > 0. The intuition for why type-b voters vote sincerely and type-r voters mix is as follows. If everyone votes her signal, the event of a tied vote among the other N − 1 voters implies that there are an equal number of r and b signals. Since signals are less accurate in state β (i.e., xρ > xβ ), an equal number of r and b signals is more likely to occur in state β than in state ρ . Conditioning on pivotality, the likelihood of state β is large enough that it swamps the information about states contained in the private signal and the best response to a strategy proﬁle with sincere voting is to vote for B irrespective of the signal. If, on the other hand, some type-r voters vote against their signals while all type-b voters vote sincerely, an equal number of votes for R and B implies a larger number of r signals than b signals: in particular, the information contained in the pivotal event is not strong enough to make the private signal irrelevant. In fact, the mixing probability is chosen in such a way that a private signal of r leads to the posterior likelihood of the two states being equal (conditioning on pivotality), thereby preserving the incentive to mix on obtaining an r signal. Clearly, a b signal leads to an inference of state β being more likely than state ρ in the event of a tie, and so the best response for a type-b voter is therefore to always vote for B (i.e., to always vote sincerely). 3.2. Voluntary and costless voting When voting is voluntary, the action space includes three choices: a vote for R, a vote for B, or abstention, which we denote by φ . Thus, a voter’s (mixed) strategy is a mapping from the signal type space {r , b} to the set of all probability distributions over { R , B , φ}. Since abstention is allowed, it now becomes possible that the two alternatives get an equal number of votes: in such cases the winner is chosen randomly. This set-up is exactly the same as K–M except that we have a ﬁxed number, N, of voters (as this is easier to explain to subjects) while in K–M the number of voters is randomly drawn from a Poisson distribution.10 In the K–M setting, all equilibria entail sincere voting: conditional on voting, type-b voters vote B and type-r voters vote R (K–M Theorem 1). This result does not automatically generalize to a set-up with ﬁxed N; for arbitrary values of N there may be other kinds of equilibrium. Indeed, for any N, the unique symmetric equilibrium of the compulsory voting model where there is full participation (no abstention) and type-b voters always vote sincerely while type-r voters mix with probability v r∗ ∈ (0, 1) will also be an equilibrium under the voluntary and costless voting mechanism. Once we make voluntary voting costly, the latter insincere voting equilibrium disappears under the voluntary voting mechanism and, as discussed in the next section, we will have a unique symmetric sincere voting equilibrium.11 To be consistent with K–M, we focus our attention in this section on the sincere voting equilibrium. Given the restriction to sincere voting, the strategy of a voter simpliﬁes to two participation rates { p r , p b }, one for each signal type. In this case, full participation (i.e., p r = p b = 1) cannot be an equilibrium for the same reason that sincere voting is not an equilibrium under the compulsory voting mechanism. In fact, following Lemma 1 in K–M, we can show that under voluntary and costless voting, we must have p b > p r in any equilibrium with sincere voting.12 In our discussion of the unique symmetric equilibrium under compulsory voting, we observed that, in order to preserve the incentive for informative voting, the event where there is a tied vote among the other N − 1 players (i.e., an equal number of votes for R and B) must indicate a signal proﬁle where there are more r signals than b signals. Under sincere voting, this is achieved only if type-b voters vote with a higher probability than type-r voters. Therefore, while the compulsory voting mechanism addresses the pivotality concern by having type-r voters sometimes vote against their signal, under the voluntary voting mechanism the same concern is addressed by having type-r voters abstain from voting with a higher probability. In the case with costless voting, in the equilibrium that involves sincere voting, we should have p b∗ = 1 and p r∗ ∈ (0, 1), i.e., type-b voters always participate and vote for B while type-r voters mix between abstaining and voting for R. The participation rate for type-r voters is determined by making the type-r voter indifferent between voting for R and abstaining, speciﬁcally by setting











U ( R |r ) − U (φ|r ) ≡ M q(ρ |r ) Pr[Piv R |ρ ] − q(β|r ) Pr[Piv R |β] = 0, where Pr[Piv R |ρ ] denotes, for example, the probability that a vote for R is pivotal in state ρ and this pivot probability is a function of the participation rate, p r , of type-r.13 Under our parameter speciﬁcation, the above indifference condition 10



K–M show that any difference between these two approaches disappears when the group size, N, is suﬃciently large. A proof of the existence of two symmetric informative equilibria under the voluntary and costless voting mechanism is provided in Appendix B (Supplementary Material). 12 The statement and proof of Lemma 1 in K–M can be shown to apply to the ﬁxed N environment that we study with only minor modiﬁcations. 13 Since we allow abstention under the voluntary voting mechanisms, a vote can either make or break a tie. If we denote by T , T −1 , and T +1 the events that the number of votes for R is the same as, one less than, and one more than the number of votes for B, respectively, then for each ω ∈ {ρ , β}, 11



Pr[Piv R |ω] = Pr[ T |ω] + Pr[ T −1 |ω]



and



Pr[Piv B |ω] = Pr[ T |ω] + Pr[ T +1 |ω],
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identiﬁes a unique value of p r∗ . Moreover, given p r∗ , since a type-b voter strictly prefers to vote for B rather than abstain, we must have that











U ( B |b) − U (φ|b) ≡ M q(β|b) Pr[Piv B |β] − q(ρ |b) Pr[Piv B |ρ ] > 0. Additionally, sincere voting by type-r voters requires that given equilibrium participation rates we must have



U ( R |r ) − U ( B |r )  0



⇔



U ( R |r ) − U (φ|r )  U ( B |r ) − U (φ|r )



⇔



q(ρ |r ) Pr[Piv R |ρ ] − q(β|r ) Pr[Piv R |β]  q(β|r ) Pr[Piv B |β] − q(ρ |r ) Pr[Piv B |ρ ].



Similarly, sincere voting by type-b voters requires that



U ( B |b) − U ( R |b)  0



⇔



q(β|b) Pr[Piv B |β] − q(ρ |b) Pr[Piv B |ρ ]  q(ρ |b) Pr[Piv R |ρ ] − q(β|b) Pr[Piv R |β].



These two conditions require that voting sincerely be incentive compatible. We check (in Appendix A, Supplementary Material) that both conditions hold given our solutions for p r∗ and p b∗ . 3.3. Voluntary and costly voting Under the voluntary but costly voting mechanism, each voter faces a cost, c, to voting so that her overall utility is U ( A |ω) − c if she votes and U ( A |ω) if she abstains, where A ∈ { R , B } is the winning alternative and ω ∈ {ρ , β} is the state. The voting cost is a random variable drawn independently across individuals from a set C = [0, c ], c > 0, according to an atomless distribution, F . We further assume that voting costs are drawn independently of signals. After observing their voting cost and signal, voters decide whether to vote or to abstain. Thus, in this setting a player type consists of both a signal and a cost of voting. Generally, the (mixed) strategy of a voter is a mapping from the type space {r , b} × C to the space of probability distributions over { R , B , φ}. Under certain conditions (that are satisﬁed by the parameters chosen in our experimental design), we show in Appendix B (Supplementary Material) that under costly voluntary voting, the insincere voting equilibrium of the compulsory voting mechanism can no longer be an equilibrium. Indeed, we show that for our parameterization of the model the unique symmetric equilibrium under the voluntary but costly voting mechanism involves sincere voting by all player types. Therefore, the choice faced by each voter under the voluntary and costly voting mechanism is whether to vote sincerely or to abstain. If voting is costly, then there exists a positive threshold cost, c ∗s , for each signal s ∈ {r , b} such that a voter whose signal is s votes only if her realized cost is below the threshold c ∗s . The equilibrium participation rate for each signal, p ∗s = F (c ∗s ), s ∈ {r , b}, is determined by the cost threshold at which a voter with signal s is indifferent between voting sincerely and abstaining, speciﬁcally



  U ( R |r ) − U (φ|r ) ≡ M q(ρ |r ) Pr[Piv R |ρ ] − q(β|r ) Pr[Piv R |β] = F −1 ( p r ),



  U ( B |b) − U (φ|b) ≡ M q(β|b) Pr[Piv B |β] − q(ρ |b) Pr[Piv B |ρ ] = F −1 ( p b ). These two equations require that the expected beneﬁt from sincere voting must equal the cutoff cost c ∗s given that all other voters adopt the same cutoff costs for participation and that all those choosing to participate also choose to vote sincerely. Here, the pivot probabilities are again functions of both types’ participation rates (p r , p b ). The two equations above identify the equilibrium participation rates { p r∗ , p b∗ } simultaneously (and uniquely for our parameter values and uniform cost distribution over C ). By the same logic used for the voluntary and costless voting mechanism, we must have p b∗ > p r∗ to preserve the incentives for informative voting. In other words, we must have cb∗ > cr∗ . Furthermore, given the equilibrium participation rates, each participating voter must prefer to vote sincerely. Therefore, just as in the case with costless voluntary voting, we must have



U ( R |r ) − c  U ( B |r ) − c



⇔



q(ρ |r ) Pr[Piv R |ρ ] − q(β|r ) Pr[Piv R |β]  q(β|r ) Pr[Piv B |β] − q(ρ |r ) Pr[Piv B |ρ ],



U ( B |b) − c  U ( R |b) − c



⇔



q(β|b) Pr[Piv B |β] − q(ρ |b) Pr[Piv B |ρ ]  q(ρ |b) Pr[Piv R |ρ ] − q(β|b) Pr[Piv R |β].



We can again show (see Appendix A, Supplementary Material) that both of these inequalities hold given our solutions for p r∗ and p b∗ .



where the pivot probabilities depend on the participation rate, p r .
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4. Experimental design We consider two treatment variables: (1) the voting mechanism, compulsory or voluntary, and within the voluntary treatment alone we further consider (2) whether voting is costless or costly. We adopt a between subjects design so that in each session subjects only make decisions under one set of treatment conditions. Across the three treatments – compulsory (C), voluntary and costless (VN), and voluntary and costly (VC) voting – of our experiment all parameters of the voting model and all other dimensions of the experimental design, e.g., the group size, the number of repetitions, the history of play, the payoff function, etc., are held constant. The experiment was presented to subjects as an abstract group decision-making task using neutral language that avoided any direct reference to voting, jury deliberation, etc., so as not to trigger other motivations for voting that we want to abstract away from (e.g., civic duty, the sanction of peers, etc.). Each session consists of a group of 18 inexperienced subjects and 20 rounds. At the start of each round, the 18 subjects were randomly assigned to one of two groups of size N = 9 subjects. One group is assigned to the red jar (state ρ ) and the other group is assigned to the blue jar (state β ) with equal probability, thus ﬁxing the true state of nature for each group. No subject knows which group she has been assigned to and group assignments are determined randomly at the start of each new round so as to avoid possible repeated game dynamics. Subjects do know that it is equally likely that their group is assigned to the red jar or to the blue jar at the start of each round. The red jar contained fraction xρ red balls (signal r) and fraction 1 − xρ blue balls (signal b) while the blue jar contained fraction xβ blue balls and fraction 1 − xβ red balls. We set xρ = 0.9 and xβ = 0.6, across all sessions of our experiment, and these signal precisions were made public knowledge in the written instructions, which were also read aloud at the start of each session.14 Our signal precision choices were made subject to the following constraints: (1) a signal is indicative of a distinct state, i.e., xω > 0.5, (2) signals are not perfectly informative, i.e., xω < 1, and (3) signal precisions are in multiples of 0.1 (as we presented subjects with a choice among 10 balls). Given these constraints, under the compulsory voting mechanism our signal precision choices maximize the extent of insincere voting by those receiving an r-signal. In the case of voluntary voting, the same signal precision choices maximize the difference in participation rates between the two signal groups. Thus, given our constraints, our signal precision choices provide the starkest possible differences in equilibrium predictions across our three treatments which serves to facilitate identiﬁcation of treatment differences in the (possibly noisy) experimental data. The sequence of play in a round was as follows. First, each subject blindly and simultaneously draws a ball (with replacement) from her group’s (randomly assigned) jar. This is done virtually in our computerized experiment; subjects click on one of 10 balls on their decision screen and the color of their chosen ball is revealed.15 While the subject observes the color of the ball she has drawn, she does not observe the color of any other subject’s selections or the color of the jar from which she has drawn a ball. A group’s common and publicly known objective is to correctly determine the jar, “red” or “blue”, that has been assigned to their group. In the two treatments without voting costs, after subjects have drawn a ball (signal) and observed its color, they next make a voting decision. In the compulsory voting treatment (C), they must make a “choice” (i.e., vote) between “red” or “blue”, with the understanding that their group’s decision, either red or blue, will correspond to that of the majority of the 9 group members’ choices and that the group’s aim is to correctly assess the jar (red or blue) that was assigned to the group. In the voluntary but costless voting treatment (VN), the only difference from the compulsory treatment is that subjects must make a “choice” between “red”, “blue” or “no choice” (abstention). The group’s decision in this case, “red” or “blue,” will correspond to that of the majority of the group members who made a choice between “red” or “blue”, i.e., who participated in voting. In the voluntary treatments (but not in the compulsory treatment) there is the possibility of ties in the voting outcome, i.e., equal numbers of votes for red and blue (including also the possibility that no one chooses to vote). In the event of a tie, the group’s decision is labeled “indeterminate”, otherwise it is labeled “red” or “blue” according to the majority choice of those who participated in voting. In the voluntary but costly voting treatment (VC), after each subject i has drawn a ball, each gets a private draw of their cost of voting for that round, c i , that is revealed to them before they face a voting/participation decision. After privately observing both the color of the ball they drew and their cost of voting, each group member had to privately decide whether to vote for the red jar, the blue jar or to abstain (“no choice”) as in the case where voting is voluntary and costless. The group’s decision is again made by majority rule among all group members who do not abstain and the color chosen by the majority is the group’s decision. A tie is again regarded as an “indeterminate” outcome. Payoffs each round are determined as follows. If the group’s decision according to the majority rule is correct, i.e., if a majority of the group members chose red (blue) and the color of the jar assigned to that group is in fact red (blue), then each of the 9 members of the group, even those who abstained in the two voluntary voting treatments, receive 100 points (i.e., we set M = 100). If the group’s decision is incorrect, then each of the 9 members of the group receive 0 points. If the



14



A sample of the written instructions used in the experiment is provided in Appendix C (Supplementary Material). For each round and for each subject, the assignment of colors to the 10 ball choices the subject faced was made randomly according to whether the jar the subject was drawing from was the red jar (in which case percentage xρ of the balls were red) or the blue jar (in which case percentage xβ balls were blue). 15
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Table 1 The experimental design. Session numbers



No. of subjects per session



No. of rounds per session



Voting mechanism



Voting costly?



C1-4 VN1-4 VC1-4



18 18 18



20 20 20



compulsory voluntary voluntary



no no yes



group’s decision was “indeterminate” i.e., if there is a tied vote for “red” or “blue”, then each of the 9 members of the group receive 50 points. This payoff function is the same across all three treatments. In the voluntary and costly voting (VC) treatment only, the cost of voting is implemented using an “NC-bonus” payment where “NC” stands for “no choice”. Thus, in the VC treatment, subject i gets 100 + c i points if she abstains and her group’s decision is correct while she gets c i points if she abstains but her group’s decision is incorrect. Similarly, she gets 50 + c i points if she abstains and her group’s decision is indeterminate. A decision by subject i to vote in a round of the VC treatment means that she loses the NC-bonus for that round, receiving a payoff of either 100, 0 or 50 depending on whether her group’s decision is correct, incorrect or indeterminate, respectively. Subjects are informed that the NC-bonus for each round (c i ) is an i.i.d. uniform random draw from the set {0, 1, . . . , 10}16 for each subject i and applies only to that round.17 Each session consisted of 20 rounds of play. Subjects were instructed that their point totals from all 20 rounds of play would be converted into dollars at the ﬁxed and known rate of 1 point = $0.01 and that these dollar earnings would be paid to them in cash at the end of the session. In addition, subjects were given a $5 cash show-up payment. Thus, it was possible for each member of each group (red or blue) to earn up to $1 in each of the 20 rounds of play and in the VC treatment only, subjects could earn or forego an additional NC bonus of up to $0.10 per round. Average earnings for this 1-hour experiment (including the $5 show-up payment) were $22.51. Table 1 summarizes our experimental design, which involved four sessions of each of our three treatments. As we have 18 subjects per session, we have collected data from a total of 4 × 3 × 18 = 216 subjects. Subjects were recruited from the undergraduate population of the University of Pittsburgh and the experiment was conducted in the Pittsburgh Experimental Economics Laboratory. No subject participated in more than one session of this experiment. 5. Research hypotheses We ﬁrst consider the equilibrium predictions for the compulsory voting mechanism (C). For our parameter values, there exists a unique symmetric informative equilibrium in which subjects with signal b always vote for Blue (vote sincerely), i.e., the equilibrium probability of voting sincerely, given a blue signal, v b∗ = 1 while those with signal r vote against their signal (vote for Blue) with strictly positive probability (i.e., v r∗ < 1 so there is some insincere or strategic voting). More precisely under our parameterization of the model, voters in the C treatment who receive a red (r) signal are predicted to play a mixed strategy where they vote insincerely against their r-signal (they vote Blue) 15.6% of the time and they vote sincerely according to their r-signal (they vote Red) the remaining 84.4% of the time, i.e., v r∗ = 0.844. Equivalently, we predict that an average of 15.6% of signal type-r subjects will vote against their signal each round. As noted in Section 3.2 under the voluntary mechanism without voting costs (VN) there is an equilibrium involving sincere voting by both signal types. However, in this same environment, the compulsory voting equilibrium involving insincere voting by r-signal types but full participation by both signal types represents a second equilibrium possibility. These two equilibria are the only symmetric informative equilibria under the voluntary and costless voting mechanism (see Appendix B, Supplementary Material for the details). Thus the VN environment provides us with an interesting equilibrium selection question that our experiment can address. In the sincere voting equilibrium of the voluntary and costless voting mechanism, both signal types vote sincerely, i.e., v r∗ = v b∗ = 1 but participation rates may be less than one and dependent on the signal received, red (r) or blue (b). We denote these equilibrium participation rates by p r∗ and p b∗ . By contrast in the insincere equilibrium of the voluntary and costless voting mechanism (as in the compulsory voting mechanism) p r∗ = p b∗ = 1, v b∗ = 1 but v r∗ ∈ (0, 1). We note that in the VN environment it is easily shown that the insincere voting equilibrium is Pareto-dominated by the sincere voting equilibrium. The sincere voting equilibrium is also predicted under the voluntary but costly voting mechanism (VC), but in the latter case the sincere equilibrium is unique in the class of symmetric equilibria (again see Appendix B, Supplementary Material for the details). Further, the equilibrium predictions for the VC treatment can be alternatively stated in terms of cut-off values for the cost of voting for the two signal types, denoted by cr∗ , cb∗ , for which each type is made indifferent between voting and abstaining. Table 2 summarizes the equilibrium predictions for our two voluntary voting treatments.



16 17



The upper bound for c i could have been set higher, up to 100, but we chose a low value to encourage voter participation. Our implementation of voting cost follows that of Levine and Palfrey (2007) and has the nature of an opportunity cost.
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Table 2 Equilibrium predictions for the voluntary voting treatments. Voluntary voting treatment & Eq. type



v r∗



v b∗



p r∗



p b∗



cr∗



cb∗



VN (costless) sincere VN (costless) insincere VC (costly) sincere



1.000 0.844 1.000



1.000 1.000 1.000



0.5397 1.0000 0.2700



1.000 1.000 0.5497



n/a n/a 2.70



n/a n/a 5.50



Table 3 Group decision accuracy comparisons across voting mechanisms. Voting mechanism



W (ρ )



W (β)



1 2



C VN* VC



0.9582 0.9513 0.8572



0.8485 0.9106 0.8501



0.9033 0.9309 0.8536



*



W (ρ ) +



1 2



W (β)



Assumes play of the sincere voting equilibrium.



A ﬁnal issue concerns the accuracy of group decisions. Let us denote by W (ρ ) and W (β) the equilibrium probabilities of making a correct decision by the group assigned to the red and the blue jar, respectively (recall that the red jar corresponds to state ρ while the blue jar, corresponds to state β ). For the VN mechanism, we shall assume that the sincere voting equilibrium is selected; otherwise the accuracy of group decisions under the VN mechanism is no different than that reported for the C mechanism. The theory predicts that W (ρ ) is greater than W (β) under all three mechanisms (compulsory, voluntary and costless, and voluntary and costly) although the difference is negligible under the voluntary and costly mechanism. W (ρ ) and W (β) are measures of the accuracy of group decisions, hence the group assigned to the red jar (which entails more precise correct signals) is predicted to be more accurate in its decisions. Table 3 shows the predicted values for W (ρ ) and W (β). As Table 3 further reveals, if we take the average of W (ρ ) and W (β) as an overall group decision accuracy measure for each voting mechanism (recall the equal prior over the two states), then the theory also gives us a ranking of the mechanisms in terms of the accuracy of group decisions; namely, the voluntary and costless mechanism (VN) is the best, the compulsory mechanism (C) is second best and the voluntary and costly mechanism (VC) is the worst. If we were to consider the aggregate cost spent by those who participate in voting under the VC mechanism, then VC is even worse. We note again that the difference in accuracy between the VN and C mechanisms would disappear if under the VN mechanism voters coordinated on the insincere voting equilibrium that is the unique symmetric equilibrium under the C mechanism. Based on the equilibrium predictions, we now formally state our research hypotheses: H1. The fraction of those who vote against their signals (insincerely) is signiﬁcantly greater than zero (15.6% of subjects with signal r) when voting is compulsory while it is zero when voting is voluntary. H2. Under the voluntary voting mechanisms, subjects with b signals (type-b) participate at a higher rate than subjects with r signals (type-r); p r∗ < p b∗ . Furthermore, the participation rate is higher under the voluntary and costless mechanism than under the voluntary and costly mechanism for each signal type (Table 2). H3. Under all three voting mechanisms, the probability of making a correct decision is strictly higher for the group assigned to the red jar than for the group assigned to the blue jar; W (ρ ) > W (β). Moreover, assuming selection of the sincere voting equilibrium in the VN mechanism, the three voting mechanisms can be ranked according to their ex-ante, equal-weighted group decision accuracy ( 12 W (ρ ) + 12 W (β)); VN > C > VC. 6. Experimental results We report results from twelve experimental sessions (four sessions for each of the compulsory, voluntary and costless, and voluntary and costly treatments) with 18 subjects playing 20 rounds in each session. Overall, we ﬁnd strong support for all three of our main research hypotheses. The next three sections discuss the support for each hypothesis in detail. 6.1. Sincerity/insincerity of voting decisions Finding 1. Consistent with theoretical predictions, there is strong evidence of insincere voting by red-signal types under the compulsory voting mechanism. By contrast, nearly all voters of both signal types vote sincerely under both voluntary mechanisms (costless and costly). Fig. 1 shows the observed frequency of insincere voting under the three treatments. Under the compulsory voting mechanism (C), the proportion of type-r voters (those who drew a red ball) who voted insincerely was greater than 10% (recall that red (r ) signal types are the only type who are predicted to vote insincerely with positive probability). By contrast the frequency of insincere voting by signal type-b voters (those who drew a blue ball) under the compulsory voting mechanism (C) as well as both signal types under the two voluntary voting mechanisms (VN and VC) was always less than 5%. Thus
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Fig. 1. Overall frequency of insincere voting. Pooled data from all rounds of all sessions of each of the three treatments.



Table 4 Observed frequency of sincere voting by signal type, v s . Treatment/session



v r (# obs.)



v b (# obs.)



C1 C2 C3 C4



0.8956 0.8730 0.8970 0.9190



0.9910 0.9914 0.9921 0.9558



C overall C predicted



0.8962 (973) 0.8440



0.9829 (467) 1.0000



VN1 VN2 VN3 VN4



0.8871 (186) 1.0000 (154) 0.9752 (161) 0.9524 (168)



0.9914 0.9848 0.9048 0.9917



VN overall VN predicted



0.9507 (669) 1.0000



0.9705 (474) 1.0000



VC1 VC2 VC3 VC4



0.9794 0.9706 0.9444 0.9277



0.9600 (75) 1.0000 (86) 0.9574 (94) 0.9286 (84)



VC overall VC predicted



0.9564 (390) 1.0000



(249) (244) (233) (247)



(97) (102) (108) (83)



(111) (116) (127) (113)



(116) (132) (105) (121)



0.9617 (339) 1.0000



Fig. 1 suggests that there is a large difference in the sincerity of voting decisions between type-r voters in treatment C and all other signal types in the three treatments of our experiment. Table 4 shows disaggregated, session-level averages of the frequency of sincere voting in all 12 sessions by signal type, denoted by v s where s = r (red) or s = b (blue). The table reveals that Nash equilibrium performs rather well in predicting the qualitative (if not the quantitative) results for our voting games of compulsory or voluntary participation. With a couple of exceptions, the frequency of sincere voting is close to 100% under the voluntary voting mechanisms. The decomposition of sincere voting behavior by signal types indicates that, consistent with theoretical predictions, subjects who participated in voting voted sincerely regardless of the signals drawn under both voluntary voting mechanisms. On the other hand, we do ﬁnd evidence for insincere (or strategic) voting under the compulsory mechanism among subjects drawing a red ball; slightly more than 10% of type-r voters voted insincerely which is close to, though slightly lower than the equilibrium prediction of 15.6%. It is also interesting to note that the behavior of subjects under the compulsory mechanism was remarkably consistent across sessions in terms of the average frequencies of sincere voting between signal types. The data seem to conﬁrm the prediction that the voting mechanism in place (compulsory vs. voluntary) affects the incentives for subjects to vote sincerely or insincerely. Are the differences in voting behavior between the three mechanisms statistically signiﬁcant? To answer this question, we conducted a non-parametric Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney (WMW) test using the four session-level averages for each treatment as reported in Table 4. The null hypothesis is that the frequencies of sincere voting between the two mechanisms under
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Table 5 p-value from Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test of differences in the sincerity of voting between treatments by signal type. Red signal



C vs. VN



C vs. VC



VN vs. VC



C vs. V = VN & VC



All rounds First 10 rounds Last 10 rounds



0.075* 0.075* 0.042*



0.011* 0.075* 0.011*



0.773 0.773 0.885



0.014* 0.045* 0.009*



Blue signal



C vs. VN



C vs. VC



VN vs. VC



C vs. V = VN & VC



All 20 rounds First 10 rounds Last 10 rounds



0.663 0.554 0.561



0.564 0.309 0.758



0.773 0.237 0.561



0.552 0.795 0.604



*



One-sided p-value.



Table 6 p-value from Wilcoxon signed ranks test of differences in the sincerity of voting between signal types within a treatment.



All rounds First 10 rounds Last 10 rounds *



C



VN



VC



V (VN & VC)



0.034* 0.072* 0.034*



0.715 0.465 0.715



0.465 1.000 0.593



0.575 0.484 0.612



One-sided p-value.



consideration come from the same distribution. Table 5 reports p-values from pairwise WMW tests of this null of no difference using session-level averages from all 20 rounds (“All rounds”) or from the ﬁrst or the last 10 rounds.18 Consider ﬁrst the sincerity of voting by type-r subjects (those receiving a red signal). Over all 20 rounds, the difference between the compulsory (C) and the voluntary but costly (VC) treatment yields a statistically signiﬁcant difference (p = 0.011).19 Given the high frequency of sincere voting under the VC mechanism, we can say that subjects indeed voted strategically under the C mechanism. We obtain the same result in the comparison between type-r subjects in the compulsory (C) treatment and type-r subjects in the combined voluntary treatments (V = VN + VC) as a group. Furthermore, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the frequency of sincere voting by type-r subjects in both voluntary mechanisms (VN versus VC) is the same (p > 0.10). The evidence for a signiﬁcant difference in sincere voting behavior by type-r subjects in the C and VN treatments using data from all 20 rounds is weaker (p = 0.0745), suggesting that subjects under the voluntary but costless (VN) treatment have voted “less sincerely” as compared with the voluntary and costly (VC) treatment. Nevertheless, we further observe in Table 5 that if we restrict attention to the last 10 rounds of play, the difference in the sincerity of voting between the C and VN treatments becomes statistically more signiﬁcant (p = 0.0415). According to the theory, the existence (or absence) of voting costs affects only participation decisions and not the sincerity of voting decisions; hence, if subjects were playing in accordance with the sincere voting equilibrium they should have voted sincerely regardless of their voting cost under both voluntary mechanisms. The weakly signiﬁcant difference between the VN and C treatments has two possible explanations. First, recall that under the VN treatment, the symmetric insincere voting equilibrium of the C treatment coexists with the symmetric sincere voting equilibrium; the coexistence of these two symmetric equilibria may have resulted in a coordination problem for subjects. As a second explanation, subjects in the VN treatment might not have thought very seriously about their participation/abstention decisions, at least initially, because in the VN treatment participation is “free,” and given that participation rates by type-r subjects are higher than the predicted rates (as we will show below), these type-r subjects might have been better off voting insincerely to raise the probability of reaching a correct decision in the event that their group is assigned to the blue jar. We address the latter explanation in Appendix D (supplementary material) where we attempt to rationalize the departures we observe from sincere voting using behavioral models. As for the voting behavior of type-b subjects, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that there is no difference in the sincerity of voting for any of the four pairwise comparisons (C vs. VN, C vs. VC, VN vs. VC and C vs. V, where V again stands for the combined data from the costly and costless voluntary mechanisms) over all rounds or over the ﬁrst or last 10 rounds. Thus, consistent with equilibrium predictions, the high sincerity of type-b subjects’ voting decisions is constant across all treatments of our experiment. The test statistics also suggest that type-b subjects voted slightly “more sincerely” under the C treatment though that difference is not statistically signiﬁcant at conventional levels. As a further test of the equilibrium predictions, we ask whether red and blue signal types behaved the same (in terms of sincere voting) within a single voting mechanism/treatment. Table 6 shows the results of a Wilcoxon signed-ranks test for matched pairs with the null hypothesis being that the frequencies of sincere voting are the same between signal types



18



We report asymptotic p-value for the non-parametric tests reported in Tables 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, and 14. We report p-value from one-sided tests of the null of no difference in all pairwise comparisons (in Table 5) between treatment C and the ‘V’ treatments, VN, VC or V = VN + VC that involves voting behavior by type-r subjects. That is because for those comparisons we have a clear directional hypothesis that type-r subjects should have voted “less sincerely” in the C treatment than in the ‘V’ treatments. The same reasoning applies to all subsequent comparisons (in Table 6, Table 8, Table 9, and Table 12) for which one-sided tests and p-value are reported. 19
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Fig. 2. Overall participation rates, pooled data from all rounds of all sessions of each of the two voluntary voting treatments.



Table 7 Observed participation rates by signal type, p s , in the voluntary treatments. Treatment/session



p r (# obs.)



p b (# obs.)



VN1 VN2 VN3 VN4



0.7815 0.6906 0.6545 0.7273



0.9508 0.9635 0.9211 0.9380



VN overall VN predicted



0.7132 (938) 0.5397



0.9442 (502) 1.0000



VC1 VC2 VC3 VC4



0.4128 0.4250 0.4519 0.3444



0.6000 0.7167 0.7769 0.7059



VC overall VC predicted



0.4084 (955) 0.2700



(238) (223) (246) (231)



(235) (240) (239) (241)



(122) (137) (114) (129)



(125) (120) (121) (119)



0.6990 (485) 0.5497



under a ﬁxed voting mechanism. For the purpose of this test, we paired both types’ observed frequencies of sincere voting in each session and generated 4 signed differences for each of the 3 treatments and 8 signed differences for the voluntary treatment as a group. In addition, we performed the same test on the ﬁrst and second half of data from the four sessions of each treatment. Clearly, the only mechanism under which both types’ behavior exhibits a signiﬁcant difference was the compulsory (C) voting mechanism. This ﬁnding again conﬁrms our hypothesis regarding equilibrium voting behavior, which postulates that only the signal type r under the C treatment will vote insincerely. Under the two voluntary mechanisms individually or taken together, we never ﬁnd a signiﬁcant difference in the sincerity of voting decisions between signal types, which is consistent with equilibrium predictions. 6.2. Participation decisions Finding 2. Under voluntary voting, the difference in participation rates by signal types are in accordance with the symmetric, sincere voting equilibrium predictions. However, subjects in both voluntary voting treatments and of both signal types over-participate relative to these equilibrium predictions. Support for Finding 2 comes from Fig. 2 and Table 7 which report participation rates p s by signal type, s = r or s = b. Consistent with theoretical predictions, we see that the participation rate of type-b voters was substantially greater than that of type-r voters in all sessions of the voluntary voting treatments. Since blue balls are rarer relative to red balls, type-b voters have more of an incentive to participate in voting decisions (and of course to vote sincerely). As reported in Table 8, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (on the session-level data shown in Table 7) lead us to reject the null hypothesis of no difference in participation rates at the lowest possible signiﬁcance level given four observations for each of the two voluntary treatments (or eight observations for the voluntary treatments as a group) over all rounds or over the ﬁrst and last 10 rounds of sessions. This ﬁnding is a natural consequence of the fact that the observed difference between participation rates ( pˆ b − pˆ r ) in each session was always positive without exception in both voluntary voting treatments.
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Table 8 p-value from Wilcoxon signed ranks test of differences in participation rates between signal types within a treatment.



All rounds First 10 rounds Last 10 rounds *



VN



VC



V (VN & VC)



0.034* 0.034 0.034



0.034 0.034 0.034



0.006 0.006 0.006



All p-value are one-sided.



Table 9 Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test of differences in participation rates between treatments. VN vs. VC Signal color



All rounds



First 10 rounds



Last 10 rounds



Red Blue



0.0105* 0.0105



0.0105 0.0105



0.0105 0.0105



*



All p-value are one-sided.



We further observe that each signal type participated at a higher rate under the VN treatment than under the VC treatment, which is also consistent with the theoretical prediction that the introduction of voting costs will reduce participation incentives for all types. As Table 9 reveals, a Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test applied to the session-level data reported in Table 7 allows us to reject the null hypothesis of no difference in participation rates by signal type between the two voluntary treatments (p < 0.05 in all pairwise tests) since all four participation observations in the VN treatment always rank higher than those in the VC treatment for both signal types over all 20 rounds or over the ﬁrst or last 10 rounds of the sessions. Therefore, the participation behavior observed in our data strongly supports the qualitative predictions of the Nash equilibrium. However, as stated in Finding 2, we also observe that subjects participated in voting at a higher rate than the equilibrium prediction with the sole exception of type-b subjects under the VN treatment (the predicted participation rate is 100% for type-b subjects in the VN treatment). This tendency for over-participation was also observed by Levine and Palfrey (2007) (when the electorate was suﬃciently large, as in our case) with the rate of over-participation increasing with the group size. They explain such systematic tendency to over-participation using the notion of Quantal Response Equilibrium (QRE), an equilibrium concept that formalizes noisy best response – see McKelvey and Palfrey (1995, 2008). In Appendix D of the Supplementary Material, we explore whether QRE estimates of both voting behavior and participation rates can help us to better explain the data from our experiment. In particular, the participation by type-r voters was high under the VN mechanism to the point of changing their incentives with regard to voting decisions. Given such high participation rates, type-r voters should have voted insincerely with a positive (but small) probability. We speculate that, despite our neutral framing of the problem (i.e., our avoidance of all references to voting), subjects may nevertheless have had a negative feeling about selecting the “No Choice” option and thus avoided choosing it when they should have. Offering a proper incentive to select No Choice, as in our costly voting treatment with its NC bonus, provides a better test of the importance of the voluntary voting mechanism in our opinion and it appears to have worked to reduce any stigma that might have been attached to choosing “No choice”. We further note that while the participation rate of type-r subjects in the VN treatment is high, it is still well below 100 percent (the average participation rate across all sessions of this treatment is 71.3 percent). Recall that the unique symmetric insincere voting equilibrium under the compulsory voting mechanism is an alternative symmetric equilibrium possibility under the VN mechanism. However, that insincere voting equilibrium would require 100 percent participation and more insincere voting by type-r subjects than we observe in the data from our VN treatment. Thus on the question of equilibrium selection, the data from our VN treatment seem closer to and more in accordance with the symmetric sincere voting equilibrium which, as noted earlier, payoff dominates the insincere voting equilibrium. We address this equilibrium selection issue in further detail in Appendix D (supplementary material). Recall that for the voluntary and costly (VC) treatment only, participation decisions could also be characterized by cut-off cost thresholds c ∗s such that if a voter’s cost was less than the threshold given the signal s, then they participated in (sincere) voting and otherwise they abstained (see, e.g., Table 2). Fig. 3 shows participation rates disaggregated by realized cost for the two signal types using all data from all rounds of the VC treatment. The ﬁgure reveals that players did not strictly employ the equilibrium cut-off cost thresholds of the theory, namely cr∗ = 2.7 and cb∗ = 5.5. However, consistent with the theory, participation rates do decline with voting costs and are lower for red signal types than for blue signal types. Using the experimental data from our VC treatment sessions, we estimated the level of cutoff cost for each signal type. Speciﬁcally we ﬁt the individual binary decision data on whether to vote or to abstain in each period to a logit function of the individual’s cost realization, c, their signal, s, and a constant term using all individual-level data from all rounds of the four voluntary ˆ , βˆ and γˆ that and costly (VC) sessions. Speciﬁcally we used maximum likelihood estimation to ﬁnd coeﬃcient estimates α are a best ﬁt to the logit response function:







 −1



Pr(Participation|c , s) = 1 + exp(−α − β c − γ s)



.
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Fig. 3. Participation rates disaggregated by voting costs and signal type, pooled data from all rounds of all sessions of the voluntary and costly (VC) voting treatment.



Table 10 Logit estimation of cutoff costs, VC treatment.



Estimate Std. error p-value



αˆ



βˆ



γˆ



−αˆ /βˆ



−(αˆ + γˆ )/βˆ



−0.914 0.114 0.000



0.279 0.020 0.000



−1.440 0.132 0.000



3.276



8.437



The critical cut-off value c ∗s at which a voter is indifferent between participating and not participating given signal s obtains when Pr(Participation|c , s) = 0.5. Since the signal s takes values either 0 (red signal) or 1 (blue signal), using the above ˆ /βˆ logit speciﬁcation and the maximum likelihood estimates of α , β and γ , we obtain the estimated cutoff costs cˆ r∗ = −α ∗ ˆ ˆ + γˆ )/β for the blue signal type. Table 10 reports the results from our estimation of for the red signal type and cˆ b = −(α the logit response function. This table reveals that the estimated cutoff costs for both signal types are much higher than ˆ /βˆ = 3.276 > 2.7 = cr∗ for red signal types and −(αˆ + γˆ )/βˆ = 8.437 > 5.5 = cb∗ for blue signal equilibrium predictions: −α types. This ﬁnding reﬂects the over-participation in voting phenomenon described earlier using participation rates. We note that consistent with the equilibrium prediction the estimated cost threshold for the blue signal type is much higher than that for the red signal type. Further, the highly signiﬁcant coeﬃcient on the signal variable, s, indicates that, consistent with the theory, blue signal types participated at a signiﬁcantly greater rate than red signal types holding costs constant. 6.3. Accuracy of group decisions Finding 3. Consistent with theoretical predictions, the probability of making a correct decision is strictly higher for the group assigned to the red jar than for the group assigned to the blue jar, i.e., W (ρ ) > W (β). Further, the ranking of the voting mechanisms with respect to the ex-ante group decision accuracy measure, 12 W (ρ ) + 12 W (β), is as predicted, with VN > C > VC. However, these accuracy differences are not statistically signiﬁcant from one another in our experimental data. Recall that our measure of group decision accuracy is the equal-weighted probability, W (ω), of making the correct decision in each state ω ∈ {ρ , β}. For notational convenience, let us denote the group that is assigned to the red jar as the ρ group and the group that is assigned to the blue jar as the β group. Consistent with theoretical predictions, Table 11 reveals that the ρ group made correct decisions signiﬁcantly more frequently than did the β group across all treatments. We further observe that the frequencies of correct decisions by the ρ group tended to be higher than equilibrium predictions, while the frequency of correct decisions by the β group were generally lower than equilibrium predictions, with some exceptions in several sessions. These success frequencies are, of course, closely tied to participation decisions and voting behavior. The observed discrepancy follows from the higher than predicted rates of voter participation under the voluntary mechanisms and from the lower than predicted rates of insincere voting under the compulsory mechanism by type-r voters who drove up the success rates when they were in the ρ group, but drove up the error rate when they were in the β group, which explains the
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Table 11 Observed group decision accuracy, W (ω), and aggregate accuracy



1 W( 2



ρ ) + 12 W (β).



Treatment/session



W (ρ )



W (β)



1 2



C1 C2 C3 C4



0.9500 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000



0.6000 0.8500 0.7500 0.7000



0.7750 0.9250 0.8750 0.8500



C overall C predicted



0.9875 0.9582



0.7250 0.8485



0.8563 0.9033



VN1 VN2 VN3 VN4



1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9750



0.8000 0.9250 0.6000 0.8750



0.9000 0.9625 0.8000 0.9250



VN overall VN predicted



0.9938 0.9513



0.8000 0.9106



0.8969 0.9309



VC1 VC2 VC3 VC4



0.8750 0.9000 0.9250 0.8250



0.7250 0.7750 0.9000 0.8250



0.8000 0.8375 0.9125 0.8250



VC overall VC predicted



0.8813 0.8572



0.8063 0.8501



0.8438 0.8536



W (ρ ) +



1 2



W (β)



Table 12 p-value from Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test of differences in group decision accuracy between treatments. Accuracy measure



Rounds



VN vs. C



C vs. VC



VN vs. VC



All rounds First 10 rounds Last 10 rounds



0.1547* 0.5000 0.0955



0.2819 0.3305 0.3315



0.1547 0.4425 0.0415



Red group only W (ρ )



All rounds First 10 rounds Last 10 rounds



0.4250 0.1585 0.1585



0.0090 0.0065 0.0200



0.0090 0.0125 0.0055



Blue group only W (β)



All rounds First 10 rounds Last 10 rounds



0.1545 0.5000 0.0945



0.1240 0.1225 0.3295



0.3865 0.2340 0.2325



Aggregate



*



1 2



W (ρ ) +



1 W (β) 2



All p-value are one-sided.



low success rates of the β group. This same ﬁnding continues to obtain in the voluntary voting treatments where a much smaller fraction of type-r voters voted insincerely. Finally, recall our prediction concerning the ranking of voting mechanisms in terms of group decision accuracy as given in Table 3. Groups were predicted to make correct decisions with the highest frequency under the voluntary and costless mechanism (VN), followed by the compulsory mechanism (C) and then by the voluntary and costly mechanism (VC). Our data produce this same ranking; the probability of correct decisions in the three regimes is, VN: 0.8969; C: 0.8563; and VC: 0.8438. These observed group decision accuracy measures are a little lower than equilibrium predictions under all mechanisms/treatments. Table 12 shows the results of a WMW test of whether the observed differences in group decision accuracy are statistically signiﬁcant between pairs of treatments over all 20 rounds or over the ﬁrst and last 10 rounds of sessions. This test is performed for both the equal-weighted, aggregate group accuracy measure as well as conditional on the group being assigned to the red or to the blue state. Using the equal-weighted aggregate measure, we ﬁnd that over all rounds we cannot reject the null hypothesis of no difference in group accuracy for any of the three pairwise treatment comparisons (p > 0.10 for all three tests). On the other hand, Table 12 reveals that if attention is restricted to just the last 10 rounds of sessions, we do ﬁnd some evidence in support of the equilibrium prediction that groups make correct decisions more frequently in the VN treatment as compared with either the C treatment (p  0.10) or with the VC treatment (p < 0.05). However, we continue to ﬁnd that over the last 10 rounds, groups in the C treatment make correct decisions no more frequently than groups in the VC treatment (p > 0.10). Disaggregating by group type, we ﬁnd, consistent with theoretical predictions that red group members are signiﬁcantly more accurate in their group decisions under the C and VN mechanisms than under the VC mechanisms (p < 0.05 both tests). However in contrast to theoretical predictions there is no difference in red group decision accuracy between the VN and C treatments or in blue group decision accuracy in any of the three pairwise treatment comparisons (p  0.10 for all tests). These mixed results might be due to our small number of observations (just four independent observations for each treatment) but they could also arise from the fact that the theoretically predicted group decision accuracy differences are
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the frequency of sincere voting by mechanism/signal type.



themselves very small for the groups of size 9 that we have considered in our experiment. Since in the limit, information aggregation holds (i.e., the probability of making a correct group decision goes to one along all the informative equilibria as the size of the electorate goes to inﬁnity) under all three mechanisms (see, e.g., Feddersen and Pesendorfer, 1998; Krishna and Morgan, 2012), we would expect that the observed differences in group decision accuracy would decrease as the size of the electorate was made even larger than in our experimental design. 6.4. Individual behavior Thus far we have only considered behavior at the aggregate group and signal type level. In this section we delve deeper and explore the behavior of individual subjects under the three voting mechanisms. Fig. 4 provides pairwise comparisons of the cumulative distributions of the frequency of sincere voting by all subjects between different voting mechanisms for each signal type or between two different signal types for a given voting mechanism. Fig. 5 provides similar pairwise comparisons of the cumulative distributions of voting participation rates for the two voluntary treatments. One implication of the theory is that the frequency of sincere voting by type-r players should be stochastically greater under the voluntary (VN or VC) mechanisms than under the compulsory (C) mechanism and that the same frequency for type-r players should be stochastically lower than that for type-b players under the compulsory (C) mechanism. This is the usual ﬁrst-order stochastic dominance relationship, hence the cumulative distribution of a stochastically larger variable should lie everywhere below that of a stochastically smaller one. However, for all the other comparisons between mechanisms/types, the distributions are predicted to coincide. As Fig. 4, reveals, we can indeed ﬁnd this relationship in our data; in particular, the main difference between the two distributions occurs in the neighborhood of the mixed equilibrium frequency, 0.844, of sincere voting by type-r voters in the C treatment (which is indicated by the dashed line labeled “Nash” in graphs depicting the cumulative frequency of sincere voting by type-r subjects in the C treatments). Consider the ﬁrst two graphs in the ﬁrst row of Fig. 4 which compare the behavior of type-r subjects in the C vs. VN and C vs. VC treatments, respectively. Consider also the comparison between the two signal types (r and b) under the C mechanism alone (the ﬁrst graph in the third row of Fig. 4). In these three cases alone, there is a predicted stochastic-order relationship. In particular, the cumulative distribution of the frequency of sincere voting by type-r players in the C treatment should lie to the left of (or above) the cumulative distribution of the comparison group in these three graphs; more precisely the cumulative distribution of the frequency of sincere voting by type-r players in the C treatment should shift from 0% to 100% at the mixed equilibrium probability of 0.844. In all other pairwise comparisons the frequency of sincere voting is predicted to be 100% and so the cumulative distributions should coincide in those cases. Fig. 4 reveals that, consistent with theoretical predictions, the cumulative frequency distribution of sincere voting by type-r players under the C voting mechanism is quite
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Fig. 5. Distribution of participation rates by mechanism/signal type.



different from the cumulative frequency distribution of sincere voting by the comparison group. In particular, there is always a larger mass of type-r subjects voting insincerely under the C voting mechanism. Alternatively put, at 100% sincere voting, there is a large gap between the two cumulative frequencies, equal to 25% in the C/type-r vs. C/type-b comparison, 15.8% in the C/type-r vs. VN/type-r comparison or 12.6% in the C/type-r vs. VC/type-r comparison while the difference is relatively small in all other cases (precisely, it ranges from 1 to 7.7%).20 The theory also predicts stochastic-order relationships between the distributions of participation rates. Namely, the distribution of participation rates for type-r players should lie above the distribution of participation rates for type-b players under both voluntary voting mechanisms, and the distribution of participation rates for the VC mechanism should lie above the distribution of participation rates for the VN mechanism for both signal types. Pairwise comparisons of the cumulative frequency distributions of participation rates (and Nash equilibrium predictions) are shown in Fig. 5. As that ﬁgure makes clear, the observed differences in the distributions of participation decisions are all in the right direction providing strong support for the comparative statics hypotheses about participation rates even at the individual level of our experimental data.21 Summarizing our ﬁndings, we have presented strong evidence in support of the comparative statics predictions of the theory with respect to the impact of the various voting mechanisms on the sincerity of voting, participation decisions and the accuracy of group decisions. Nevertheless, we have also found some differences between the equilibrium point predictions and the experimental data, for example, over-participation relative to equilibrium predictions under the voluntary voting mechanisms. In Appendix D (Supplementary Material) we examine the performance of two models of boundedly rational behavior, “equilibrium plus noise” and quantal response equilibrium in accounting for these anomalous ﬁndings. The main message of that analysis is that these two models of bounded rationality do no improve much upon Nash equilibrium in terms of characterizing the behavior of subjects in our experiment. 7. Learning Finally, it is of interest to consider whether there is any evidence of learning over the 20 repetitions of our voting games. In looking for evidence of learning, we compare observations in the ﬁrst 10 rounds with those in the last 10 rounds. Ta-



20 Nevertheless, a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test of differences between the cumulative frequency distributions of sincere voting fails to detect a signiﬁcant difference between C/type-r and VN/type-r or C/type-r and VC/type-r (the p-value are 0.191 and 0.339, respectively). However, the difference in cumulative frequency distributions of sincere voting between C/type-r and C/type-b is signiﬁcant at 1% level (p-value = 0.011) according to the same test. 21 Indeed, Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests indicate signiﬁcant differences in the cumulative frequency distributions of participation rates in all four pairwise comparisons, – either at the 1% level (VN/type-r vs. VN/type-b) or at the 0.1% level (the other 3 comparisons).
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Table 13 Evidence of learning over time. Sincere voting



v r (# obs.)



v b (# obs.)



C - 1st 10 rounds C - 2nd 10 rounds C predicted



0.9022 (491) 0.8900 (482) 0.8440



0.9782 (229) 0.9874 (238) 1.0000



VN – 1st 10 rounds VN – 2nd 10 rounds VN predicted



0.9507 (345) 0.9506 (324) 1.0000



0.9825 (228) 0.9593 (246) 1.0000



VC – 1st 10 rounds VC – 2nd 10 rounds VC predicted



0.9461 (204) 0.9677 (186) 1.0000



0.9514 (185) 0.9740 (154) 1.0000



Participation rates



p r (# obs.)



p b (# obs.)



VN – 1st 10 rounds VN – 2nd 10 rounds VN predicted



0.7263 (475) 0.6998 (463) 0.5397



0.9306 (245) 0.9572 (257) 1.0000



VC - 1st 10 rounds VC - 2nd 10 rounds VC predicted



0.4397 (464) 0.3788 (491) 0.2700



0.7227 (256) 0.6725 (229) 0.5497



Table 14 Wilcoxon signed ranks test: learning. Sincere voting



vr



vb



C VN VC



0.3575* 0.4264a 0.0721



0.1367 0.0721a 0.1766



Participation rates



pr



pb



VN VC



0.0721 0.0340



0.0340 0.0721



* a



All p-value are one-sided. Movement away from equilibrium predictions.



ble 13 reports the decomposition of both the voting and participation choice data into the two halves (“1st 10 rounds” and “2nd 10 rounds”) and also restates the Nash equilibrium predictions. Our data on voting and participation decisions both indicate movement toward equilibrium predictions as subjects gained experience; with one exception, voting and participation decisions are always closer to Nash equilibrium predictions in the last 10 rounds as compared with the ﬁrst 10 rounds. The sole exception is for the sincerity of voting decisions under the VN treatment. In that treatment, the frequencies of sincere voting by type-r voters remained essentially unchanged between the two blocks of 10 rounds, but there was a small deviation away from the Nash equilibrium prediction of 100 percent sincere voting by experienced type-b voters is the VN treatment. Table 14 reports p-value from a Wilcoxon signed ranks test examining whether there were any signiﬁcant differences in the sincerity of voting decisions or in participation rates for each signal type between the ﬁrst and the last 10 rounds using session-level averages. The results for changes in the sincerity of voting decisions indicate that the differences from the ﬁrst to the second half are largely insigniﬁcant. However, the results for participation decisions indicate that there was signiﬁcant movement toward Nash equilibrium predictions for this dimension of voting behavior in both treatments and for both signal types. The size of the learning effect is especially large under the VC mechanism. Since the game induced by the VC mechanism is the most complicated of three we have studied, the evidence for learning in the VC treatment suggests that equilibration may take longer than the time frame allowed (20 repetitions) by our experiment. 8. Conclusion In settings where voters share a common interest but receive private, noisy (but informative) signals about the true state of the world, rational choice theory predicts that voters will adopt mixed strategies that manifest themselves in different ways depending on whether voting is compulsory or voluntary (i.e., whether abstention is allowed or not). Under the compulsory majority rule voting environment that we study, voters should play a mixed strategy with respect to whether they vote sincerely (according to their signal) when they receive an r signal, though they should always vote sincerely conditional on receiving the other b signal. Under the voluntary majority rule voting environment we study, voters should always vote sincerely, according to the signal they receive but they should play a mixed strategy with respect to their participation/abstention decision. We have designed an experiment aimed at comparing these two different voting mechanisms and testing this important qualitative difference in the type of mixed strategy that rational players should adopt and we have found
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